A b s t r ac t . We present an algorithm to compute all n nondominated points of a multicriteria discrete optimization problem with d objectives using at most O(n d/2 ) scalarizations. The method is similar to an algorithm by with the same complexity. As a difference, our method employs a tropical convex hull computation, and it exploits a particular kind of duality which is special for the tropical cones arising. This duality can be seen as a generalization of the Alexander duality of monomial ideals.
I n t ro d u c t i o n
In practical applications of optimization it may occur that there are competing choices for objective functions. Classical examples include multiple knapsack problems, where one knapsack is to be filled with various items, but the value of each item may depend on individual preferences of various people to decide what to take into the knapsack. While, in general, it is beyond mathematics to resolve the conflicts of interest arising, it is a relevant task for optimization to exhibit the trade-offs and especially to find those feasible solutions which are locally optimal. In multicriteria optimization these local optima are known as Pareto optima. Their images in the outcome space are the nondominated points. The main purpose of this paper is to interpret a known technique for computing all nondominated points for a given discrete multicriteria optimization problem in the context of tropical geometry. Our key observation is that the nondominated points arise as the extremal generators of a special kind of tropical cone.
Tropical geometry is a mathematical field which connects computations in the (min, +)-semiring with other disciplines, including algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, graph theory, statistics, polyhedral geometry, and optimization; cf. [22] for a general introduction to the subject. The branch which is most relevant for our purposes is known as tropical linear algebra; cf. [7] . Today this is often also called tropical convexity to stress the key geometric features of that theory which, as in our case, often lead to natural algorithms. It is a fundamental fact that the tropical cones, which are precisely the (min, +)-semimodules, arise as projections of ordinary convex cones defined over the ordered field of formal Puiseux series with real coefficients [11] . That projection is induced by the valuation map which sends a Puiseux series to its lowest exponent. Since the real Puiseux series form a real closed field it follows that polyhedral cones, convex polyhedra and polytopes, linear programming etc. work precisely as over the real numbers. In this way, tropical cones and polyhedra inherit many properties and algorithms from their classical counterparts. This perspective allows to model determining the set of nondominated points of a discrete multicriteria optimization problem as a (dual) tropical convex hull computation. The benefit is substantial: We directly obtain an algorithm, which is easy to implement, and which is asymptotically worst case optimal. Interestingly, the tropical cones arising in this setting of multicriteria optimization are quite special. In fact, they can be viewed as generalizations of the monomial ideals arising in commutative algebra; e.g., see [25] or [16] . Hence we suggest monomial tropical cone as a name.
Before we will get to describe our contribution in greater detail we will now formally define our objects of study. A multicriteria optimization problem is of the form (1) min f (x) = f 1 (x), . . . , f d (x) subject to x ∈ X .
Here X is the feasible set. It is a subset of the decision space, which may be any set. The objective functions f i have the feasible set as their common domain, and they take real values. We will mainly deal with the image Z = f (X) of the feasible set, the outcome space, which is a subset of R d . A point z ∈ Z is nondominated if there is no point w ∈ Z such that w i ≤ z i for all i ∈ [d] and w < z for at least one ∈ [d] . The set of all nondominated points in Z is the nondominated set. Each nondominated point can be obtained by determining an optimal solution of a scalarization of the multiobjective problem [12] . The latter is an optimization problem derived from (1) by suitably restricting the feasible set and optimizing with respect to just one objective function derived from f . There are general methods known to determine all nondominated points by successively choosing appropriate scalarizations. Typically these scalarizations are considered computationally expensive, whence the complexity of a multicriteria optimization problem is measured in the number of scalarizations required. If d is fixed, the asymptotically tight upper bound is O(n d/2 ), where n is the number of nondominated points. This follows from work of Kaplan et al. [20] on colored orthogonal range counting. Dächert et al. [9] presented an enumeration strategy via scalarizations with respect to 'boxes' and 'local upper bounds', which is asymptotically optimal. Our algorithm can be viewed as a variation of their idea. The essential new contribution is the observation that the nondominated set can be interpreted as the extremal generators of a certain kind of tropical cone. This allows us to use an adaptation of the tropical double description method [2] to deduce an enumeration scheme which is also asymptotically worst case optimal. In this way the known upper bound can also be derived from the tropical upper bound theorem of Allamigeon, Gaubert and Katz [3] . The ordinary double description method, also known as Fourier-Motzkin elimination, is a standard algorithm for computing (dual) ordinary convex hulls [13] . The dual convex hull problem asks to convert an exterior description of an ordinary convex polyhedron (in terms of linear inequalities) into an interior description (in terms of generating points and rays). It can be seen as a parameterized linear optimization problem where the feasible region is fixed and the linear objective function is allowed to vary arbitrarily. Our results exhibit that all discrete multicriteria optimization problems are of a very similar kind. It turns out that the monomial tropical cones arising in multicriteria optimization already made an appearance as the 'ith polar cones' in [4] . Yet, apparently, they have not been studied in full detail before.
In the remainder of this introduction we will give an outline of the present article. Section 2 starts out with the basic notions from tropical convexity. Our first main result, Theorem 10, states that monomial tropical cones always come in pairs, one with respect to max and the other with respect to min as the tropical addition. This can be seen as a generalization of Alexander duality of monomial ideals [25, §5.2] . The subsequent Section 3 is devoted to deriving an upper bound for the number of generators of the dual monomial tropical cone in terms of the number of generators of the primal tropical cone. This follows from the tropical upper bound theorem of Allamigeon, Gaubert and Katz [4] . As an additional contribution we give a variant of their proof, which is rather short. The main ingredient is McMullen's upper bound theorem for classical convex polytopes [24] , which comes in by lifting to real Puiseux series. We also discuss the work of Kaplan et al. [20] which shows that, for fixed d, that upper bound can actually be attained, at least asymptotically. The Section 4 is devoted to describing our main algorithm, Algorithm 2, which computes the nondominated set of a discrete multicriteria optimization problem. We end that section with a complexity analysis and one complete example arising from a multicriteria knapsack problem. The paper closes with Section 5, which contains a few remarks concerning the relationship of our results with topics in commutative algebra and some open problems. There is an established connection between discrete optimization and commutative algebra; e.g., see [10] . Hence it seems promising to study possible applications of our algorithm to topics in algebra, but this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
M o n o m i a l T ro p i c a l C o n e s
The min-tropical semiring is the set T min = R ∪ {∞} equipped with min and + as its addition and multiplication, respectively. Several classical notions from linear algebra and convexity have analogs over T min . We introduce a special class of tropical cones which arise naturally in multicriteria optimization. As their most important feature they admit a special kind of duality, which is not present in general tropical cones.
2.1.
Generators and tropical halfspaces. Throughout the following we fix an integer d ≥ 1. A min-tropical cone C is a nonempty subset of T d+1 min which is closed with respect to taking min-tropical scalar combinations, i.e.,
It follows that any min-tropical cone contains the point (∞, ∞, . . . , ∞). Notice that we take indices 0, 1,
min is said to generate the min-tropical cone C if this is the smallest min-tropical cone which contains G. Scaling the generators tropically, i.e., adding multiples of the all-ones-vector 1 does not change the tropical cone. If C is finitely generated, then there is a generating set which is minimal with respect to inclusion; and this is unique, up to tropical scaling; cf. [7, Prop. 3.3.6] . The elements of that minimally generating set are the extremal generators of C.
Let a be a vector in T d+1 min . The set supp(a) = {i | a i = ∞} is its support. For disjoint nonempty subsets I, J ⊂ supp(a) the set
is the closed min-tropical halfspace in T d+1 min of type (I, J) with apex −a. Each min-tropical halfspace is an example of a min-tropical cone. The following basic result was proved by Gaubert [14] ; see also [18] and [15] . It is the tropical analog of the "Main Theorem for Cones", as it is called in [26, Thm. 1.3] . Theorem 1. Let C be a min-tropical cone which is finitely generated. Then C is the intersection of finitely many closed min-tropical halfspaces. Conversely, each such finite intersection is a finitely generated tropical cone.
By now various proofs for Theorem 1 are known, most of which are, in fact, constructive. For instance, the tropical double description method provides an algorithm [2] . The mintropical unit vectors e (0) , e (1) , . . . , e (d) ∈ T d+1 min are defined by
We set
min . Observe that the 0th tropical unit vector is omitted.
min be a point with support supp(a) = {0} J for J not empty. The min-tropical halfspace
has type ({0}, J). A nonredundant set of generators is given by the d + 1 points
where
for i ∈ J and g (i) = e (i) for i ∈ J. The intersection of the min-tropical halfspace (3) with R d+1 , which is a subset of T d+1 min , is convex in the ordinary sense. Dual to T min is the max-tropical semiring T max = R ∪ {−∞}, which is equipped with the operations max and +. Replacing min by max in all of the above leads to max-tropical cones, max-tropical halfspaces etc. Due to the equality
the map x → −x from T min to T max is an isomorphism of semirings. Note that the apex −a of the min-tropical halfspace (2) lies in T d+1 max . We let E max = −E min , which is contained in T d+1 max .
Remark 3. In the sequel we will use some very mild topological notions. Thus we need to briefly sketch the setup. The real vector space R d+1 is equipped with its natural Euclidean topology. One way of constructing this topology is via the order topology on the reals and taking products. The order topology is also defined on T min , where the open intervals form a subbasis, and this extends the order topology on R. It ensues that the quotient topology on
The topological space (5) is the d-dimensional tropical projective space with respect to min. Clearly, exchanging min by max essentially gives the same. Note, however, that T d+1 min and T d+1 max differ as sets, with R d+1 as their intersection. See [19] for more details on tropical convexity in the tropical projective space.
Example 4. The intersection S of the min-tropical halfspace (3) with R d+1 is convex in the ordinary sense. It follows from [19, Prop. 48 ] that S is a 'weighted digraph polyhedron' and thus the topological closure of S in T d+1 max is a max-tropical cone. That max-tropical cone admits an exterior description in T d+1 max , and thus S = i∈supp(a)
is the intersection of finitely many max-tropical halfspaces in R d+1 . The d + 1 points in the set {a} ∪ E max form the extremal generators of the closure of
max be finite such that 0 is contained in the support of each point. We define
and let M(G) = M(G) ∩ R d+1 . By construction the latter set is a finite union of the min-tropical halfspaces in R d+1 studied in Examples 2 and 4. See also Figure 1 below.
Lemma 5. The set M(G) is the max-tropical cone in T d+1
max generated by the finite set G ∪ E max .
Proof. Let C denote the max-tropical cone generated by G ∪ E max , and we want to show that C agrees with M(G). We have G ∪ E max ⊆ M(G), and it follows from Example 4 that M(G) is a subset of C.
For the reverse inclusion we need to show that M(G) is a max-tropical cone in T d+1 max . To this end consider g, h ∈ G distinct. Let x ∈ M(g), y ∈ M(h) and λ, µ ∈ T max . Without loss of generality we may assume that λ + x 0 ≥ µ + y 0 . But this entails that the max-tropical linear combination
That is, the max-tropical linear combination (6) is contained in M(g), and this proves our claim.
Observe that
In this way the integral points in M(G) with zero first coordinate correspond to the set of monomials in the monomial ideal generated by G; see [25] , [16] and also Section 5 below. For this reason we call the set M(G) the monomial max-tropical cone generated by G.
Remark 6. We defined monomial tropical cones by giving the 0th coordinate a special role. However, the space T d+1 min is symmetric with respect to permuting coordinates, which is why that particular choice of the coordinate is inessential. This means that there is a natural notion of an i-monomial min-tropical cone which generalizes the above. Furthermore, since the single inequality in (2) is equivalent to the system . We propose to change the name to stress the connection to commutative algebra; cf. Section 5 below.
Lemma 7. The interior of the monomial max-tropical cone
Now consider a point z in M(G). If z lies in the boundary of M(g) for each g ∈ G(z) then z − (0, 1, . . . , 1) is not contained in M(G) for every > 0. This implies that if z is an interior point then it must be contained in the interior of M(g) for at least one g ∈ G(z).
Observe that, by construction, the set (8) is a max-tropical cone which is open. Lemma 8. Each max-tropical halfspace which contains the monomial max-tropical cone M(G) has type ({0}, J) for some nonempty set J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Equivalently, the intersection of such a tropical halfspace with R d+1 has the form
for some point a ∈ T d+1 min with supp(a) = {0} J. Proof. By definition, the monomial tropical cone M(G) contains the rays 
is the max-tropical cone generated by {f, g, h, −e (1) , −e (2) }. Further, M (a, b, c) is the min-tropical cone generated by {a, b, c, e (1) , e (2) }.
, where intersection is homeomorphic to R 2 . Those two cones are shown in Figure 1 . Note that the monomial tropical cones always contain the whole line x + R1 for each point x. This allows to flatten the picture to R 2 by choosing the representative of x in x + R1 with 0th coordinate 0. This is convenient, but the behavior at infinity is somewhat hard to visualize since in the flattened picture, e.g., (∞, ∞, 0) and (0, 1, −∞) lie in the same direction.
The following result extends the structural insight of [4, Theorem 4].
min is the set of apices of the tropical halfspaces in H. In particular, the set
Proof. An application of De Morgan's Law shows that the complement of the monomial max-tropical cone M(G) in R d+1 is the open min-tropical cone
It follows that the closure M (G) in R d+1 is a closed min-tropical cone. For each apex in A, by Lemma 8, the corresponding max-tropical halfspace is of type ({0}, J), and it looks like (9). Since
The closure of the complement implicitly taken in the last equation is the union of the closed halfspaces as G is finite. In view of the equality (4) we have that 
, and, equivalently,
By applying Lemma 5 to M(−A) we see that M(−A) is the max-tropical cone in T d+1 max generated by −A ∪ E max . Combining this observation with (11) it follows that the min-tropical cone M (G) equals −M(−A). Hence, it is generated by A ∪ E min .
We call M (G) the complementary monomial min-tropical cone of the monomial maxtropical cone M(G).
Corollary 11. The min-tropical halfspaces with apices in the set G yield an exterior description of the min-tropical cone M (G). Its set A of extremal generators satisfies
Proof. The first claim follows by taking the closure in Equation 10 . The second claim follows from M (G) = −M(−A) with Lemma 7.
is convex in the ordinary sense. Each ordinary convex set is 'R d ≥0 -convex', but the converse is false. There is no direct relationship with tropical convexity: For instance, the set
is max-tropically convex but it is not 'R 2 ≥0 -convex'. Conversely, the unit disk in R 2 is convex in the ordinary sense, and thus 'R 2 ≥0 -convex', but it is not max-tropically convex. The remainder of this section is devoted to describing the various algorithmic contributions from tropical convexity to our Algorithm 2 (given in the section below) for computing the nondominated set of a discrete multicriteria optimization problem. We believe that these observations are also of independent interest. The first result in this direction exhibits a dichotomy which is similar in spirit to the Farkas Lemma of linear programming.
is given in Corollary 11. The point a is an extremal generator of M (G) if and only if there is no g ∈ G such that
With (7) this implies the claim.
For exploiting Lemma 13 in our Algorithm 2 we need a method to filter out the extremal generators of those tropical cones that arise in our procedure. This is a simple geometric property and corresponds to the redundancy elimination in [21] .
Below we give specializations of known more general methods, which are tailored to tropical cones which are monomial; cf. [9, Proposition 2.4]. Lemma 14. The point a is an extremal generator of M (G) if and only if, for every j ∈ supp(a) \ {0}, there is an apex g ∈ G such that The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 2 in [21] . Our deduction shows that also the latter is essentially a special case of a tropical convex hull computation. As remarked in [4, Corollary 8] , alternatively, an adaptation of [6] yields an incremental quasi-polynomial time algorithm based on a generalization of the minimal hypergraph transversal generation.
Algorithm 1 Extremal generators of a monomial tropical cone
Input: A set G ⊂ T d+1 max , the set A of extremal generators of M (G), and a point h ∈ T d+1 max with h 0 = 0. Output: The set of extremal generators of M (G ∪ {h}). 1: procedure N e w E x t r e m a l s(G, A, h) 2:
for all pairs of b ∈ A ≥ and c ∈ A \ A ≥ do 5:
end if 
Proof. This is a special case of [7, Prop. 3.3.6] . It can be applied as Theorem 10 transfers the role of the 0th coordinate from the inequality description to the generators.
The main difference to the above is that Lemma 16 does not make use of an exterior description of the tropical cone. It directly translates into an algorithm of (unit cost) complexity O(n 2 d) for determining all extremal generators of a monomial tropical cone generated from n points. For practical applications of multicriteria optimization it may be useful to explore which of the two methods is superior in a given scenario.
A n U p p e r B o u n d T h e o r e m
In order to obtain a bound on the number of extremal generators of the complementary monomial tropical cone we relate tropical cones with ordinary convex cones defined over a suitably chosen ordered field. A formal power series in t of the form
is a generalized real Puiseux series if (i) the set U of exponents is a countable and wellordered subset of R, (ii) which is finite, or it has ∞ as its only accumulation point, and (iii) the coefficients c u are real numbers. The usual Puiseux series have rational exponents with a common denominator. The valuation map ord sends a (generalized) Puiseux series to its lowest exponent. Further, the real (generalized) Puiseux series are ordered: the sign is given by the sign of the coefficient of the term of lowest order. It is a consequence of [23, Theorem 1] that the set R{{t R }} of generalized real Puiseux series, equipped with the coefficient-wise addition and the usual convolution product, forms a real closed field. By the Tarski-Seidenberg principle [5, Theorem 2.80] the first-order theories of the ordered fields R{{t R }} and R coincide. In particular, convexity, linear programming and polyhedra work like over the reals.
The connection to tropical convexity comes from the following observation [11, §2] . The valuation map ord : R{{t R }} → T min can be extended coordinatewise and pointwise to arbitrary subsets of the vector space R{{t R }} d+1 . As a key fact the restriction of ord to the nonnegative elements of R{{t R }} is a surjective homomorphism of semirings onto T min . In this way, we see that for an ordinary cone C in R{{t R }} d+1 the image ord(C) is a min-tropical cone in T d+1 min . Conversely, each min-tropical cone arises in this way. McMullen's upper bound theorem [24] says that the maximal number of extremal generators of an ordinary polyhedral cone in R k+1 with m facets is bounded by Proof. Let C be a tropical cone given as the intersection of the tropical halfspaces H 1 , . . . , H n . By [1, Proposition 2.6], there are halfspaces H 1 , . . . , H n in R{{t R }} d+1 with
and, additionally, the generators of the ordinary cone C = H j are mapped onto the generators of the tropical cone C. The ordinary cone C has at most n + d facets, and thus the claim follows from McMullen's upper bound theorem.
The fact that an additional summand of d occurs in the first argument of the upper bound function U (·, ·) may be surprising at first sight. Being able to go back and forth between cones over Puiseux series and tropical cones easily requires to restrict to nonnegative Puiseux series. So the '+d' accounts for the nonnegativity constraints.
In [ 
C o m p u t i n g t h e n o n d o m i n at e d s e t
We consider the multicriteria optimization problem min f (x) for x ∈ X, where f is a d-tuple of objective functions as in (1) . Our main focus lies on the outcome space Z = f (X), which is a subset of R d . Following [12, 
, and this defines a partial ordering on R d . For any subset S ⊂ R d the minimal elements with respect to form the nondominated points.
We say that a multicriteria optimization problem is discrete if the nondominated set is finite and nonempty. Note that the nondominated set can be empty even if the feasible set is not, e.g., if the feasible set is Z d . Furthermore, if a problem is discrete then the ideal point defined by the componentwise infimum of Z is finite. In the literature, a multicriteria optimization problem is usually called 'discrete' if the feasible set is finite. In our setting the generalization seems to be more natural.
Lemma 19 ([12, Proposition 2.3]).
For any set S ⊂ R d the nondominated set of S equals the nondominated set of S + R d ≥0 .
Example 20. Consider the multiobjective optimization problem given by
The eight points in {0, 1} 3 form the feasible set in the decision space Z 3 . The outcome space is the set Z = {(0, 0), (1, 1), (−3, 2), (2, 2), (−2, 3), (−1, 4)}. The two points f = (0, 0) and g = (−3, 2) are the only nondominated points of Z; cf. Example 9. The situation is depicted in Figure 2 .
Let N be the set of nondominated points of Z. Then the set Z + R d ≥0 agrees with N + R d ≥0 ; cf. Lemma 19. Therefore, by Lemma 5, the set N + R d ≥0 agrees with the The next steps follow Dächert and Klamroth [8, §4 & §5] . Since our algorithm for computing the nondominated set N is iterative we consider the situation where a subset N ⊂ N of the nondominated points is already given. In the following let A ⊂ T d+1 min be the set of extremal generators of the complementary tropical cone M (N ). The set A is never empty, even if N is. For a given point a ∈ A and i ∈ [d] we consider the auxiliary optimization problem (14) min z i subject to z j < a j for all j ∈ supp(a) \ {0, i} z ∈ Z with respect to the scalar objective function z i . The scalarization technique to obtain the optimization problem (14) is known as the ' -constraint method' [12, §4.1]. If it does not have a feasible solution then there is no nondominated point contained in the set Z ∩ (a − R d >0 ). Otherwise there is an optimal feasible point w ∈ R d . Then we consider as a second auxiliary optimization problem
Notice that w is a feasible solution for (15) . To assert the existence of a finite optimal solution in (15) we assume from now on that our problem is discrete. Then the ideal point puts a lower bound on the feasible set of (15) . The optimal solution is a new nondominated point in the complement N \ N . The optimization problem (15) is a version of the 'hybrid method' [12, §4.2]. We chose this scalarization to give a clear and self-contained picture but also other scalarization methods can be applied here, cf. [12] .
By Corollary 21, for each nondominated point g in N \N there is an extremal generator
On the other hand, by Lemma 13, if (14) has no feasible solution then there is no nondominated point in (a − R d >0 ). Now we have all the ingredients for our main algorithm. The key idea is to develop a sequence of monomial tropical cones, as in the tropical double description method [2] In the sequel we will denote the number of nondominated points by n = |N |. That number is finite as we assumed our optimization problem to be discrete. The d points in E min are always among the extremal generators of the monomial tropical cone M (N ), even if N is empty. These are the trivial extremal generators. We let m be the number of the remaining extremal generators of M (N ) which are nontrivial.
Theorem 22. Algorithm 2 correctly returns the set of nondominated points of Z after n + m iterations.
Proof. Let N be the set of nondominated points of Z.
Invariant: G is a successively increasing subset of N . Furthermore, A is the set of extremal generators of M (G). Finally, the set Ω is a subset of those points in A which are also extremal generators of M (N ).
After the initialization in lines 1 to 3, the invariant is fulfilled. By Lemma 13, in the case distinction in lines 7 to 12, either g is a new nondominated point in N , or a is certified to be an extremal generator of M (N ). Hence, the invariant is preserved. Furthermore, Proposition 15 implies that N e w E x t r e m a l s from Algorithm 1 correctly returns the set of extremal generators of M (G ∪ {g}).
Algorithm 2 Nondominated set
Input: Image of the feasible set Z ⊂ R d , implicitly given by the objective function and the description of the feasible set. Output: The set of nondominated points.
pick a in A \ Ω if g = None then 8: A ← N e w E x t r e m a l s(G, A, g)
9:
G ← G ∪ {g} 10:
:
end if 13: end while 14: return G Observe that in lines 9 and 11, only new points are added to the sets G and Ω, respectively. In particular, the sum of cardinalities |G| + |Ω| increases in each iteration of the loop starting in line 4.
As Ω = E min in the beginning, these trivial extremal generators do not contribute to the number of iterations. Depending on how the feasible set is given, there may be more efficient approaches to compute the nondominated set. In particular, Boros et al. investigate a generalization of the generation of minimal weighted hypergraph transversals [6] . Allamigeon, Gaubert and Katz observed that this is relevant for tropical convexity [4, §3] . The deduction of a practicable algorithm for more general multicriteria optimization problems from their generation method is left for future work.
Example 24. As one non-trivial example we examine an instance of a classical type of multicriteria optimization problem considered, e.g., in [27] . Consider Then (16) min P · x subject to W · x ≤ c with x ∈ {0, 1} 4 is a 0/1-knapsack problem with three linear objective functions given by the rows of P . Usually knapsack problems are written as maximization problems, but since Algorithm 2 is about minimizing, the entries of the matrix P are negative numbers. We will not distinguish between row and column vectors in the sequel. It is not difficult to see that the feasible points in the decision space are precisely We now switch to minimizing 4 · 1 + P · x instead of P · x as in (16) . This translation in the objective space does not change the structure of the problem in any way, but it helps to improve the readability since we can skip many minus signs. The translated points in objective space are
We now demonstrate how Algorithm 2 computes the non-dominated points. The
Since A \ Ω is a singleton the only choice in line 5 in the first iteration is a = (0, ∞, ∞, ∞). By minimizing z 3 in the scalarization procedure (14) we obtain (3, 0, 0) as the optimal solution.
Hence in line 8 we step into Algorithm 1 with h = (3, 0, 0). The set A ≥ comprises E min and its complement equals {(0, ∞, ∞, ∞)}. The additionally generated points are We arrive at the second iteration. Suppose we pick a = (0, 3, ∞, ∞), and the scalarization (14) with i = 1 provides us with the next nondominated point g = (0, 3, 3) which, indeed, satisfies (0, 3, 3) < (3, ∞, ∞).
Again we enter N e w E x t r e m a l s, now with G = {(3, 0, 0)} and h = (0, 3, 3). We obtain A ≥ = E min ∪ {(0, ∞, 0, ∞), (0, ∞, ∞, 0)} and A \ A ≥ = {(0, 3, ∞, ∞)}. Among the possible new generators derived from the pairs, e.g., we get (14) has a solution, and so these points are added to Ω.
In the sixth iteration for either a = (0, 3, 3, ∞) or a = (0, 3, ∞, 3) the next nondominated point is g = (1, 2, 2 ). In this case we once more enter the procedure N e w E x t r e m a l s. There we get A ≥ = Ω, which currently contains six points, and A \ A ≥ = { (0, 3, 3, ∞), (0, 3, ∞, 3) }. For instance, this yields the candidate point min 2 · 1 + (0, ∞, 0, ∞), (0, 3, ∞, 3) = (0, 3, 2, 3) .
However, using Lemma 14 in Algorithm 1 reveals that it is not extremal: Indeed, the minima in (12) for the apices in G ∪ {h} = { (3, 0, 0), (0, 3, 3) , (1, 2, 2)} are attained at the index sets {0, 1}, {0, 2} and {0, 2}, respectively, but never at the index 3. Finally, the additional extremal generators are
The above four extremal generators lead to four more iterations. In each case the corresponding scalarization is infeasible, which certifies that we already found all nondominated points. Hence, the Algorithm 2 terminates and returns the set {(3, 0, 0), (0, 3, 3), (1, 2, 2)}. The total number of calls to the procedure N e x t N o n D o m i n at e d equals ten. This is also the sum of the number of nondominated points and of the extremal generators, as dictated by Theorem 22. [25, §5.2] . In the special case where the generators are squarefree, i.e., their exponent vectors consist of zeros and ones, the Alexander duality of monomial ideals agrees with the Alexander duality of finite simplicial complexes.
For d = 3 the common intersection of M(M ) with M (M ) is known as the staircase surface of I; cf. [25, Chap. 3] . We denote its generalization to arbitrary d as Σ(I). This is precisely the topological boundary of the projection of a monomial tropical cone in R d+1 to R d+1 /R1. The covector decomposition of a tropical cone studied in [19] induces a polyhedral subdivision of Σ(I), and this agrees with the 'hull complex'; cf. [25, §4.5] . The following seems promising. (13) . Equivalently, m is the number of scalarizations required for a d-criteria optimization problem with n nondominated points. It is known that that bound is not tight for all parameters; cf. [3] .
Question 26. Determine the exact upper bound for m as a function of n and d.
In fact, it is known from work of Hoşten and Morris [17] that the upper bound from cyclic polytopes can only be attained for special parameters; cf. [25, Thm. 6 .33].
Related to Question 26 is the question what 'combinatorial types' of monomial tropical cones can occur. In contrast to general tropical cones each monomial tropical cone has a unique minimal exterior description in terms of the extremal generators of its complementary monomial tropical cone. This leads to a well-defined notion of vertex-facet incidences for monomial tropical cones.
Question 27. Which bipartite graphs occur as the vertex-facet incidence graphs of monomial tropical cones?
In [9] , the "neighborhood relation" of the facets is applied to device a more combinatorial update procedure for computing all nondominated points. Studying the vertex-facet incidences further might unveil new aspects of their algorithm.
Finally, it is a natural question to ask how far our approach can be generalized.
Question 28.
To what extent does our approach generalize to multicriteria optimization problems which are not discrete?
It seems plausible to explore more general semigroup rings; e.g., cf. [25, Chap. 7] .
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